
Dhahran Junior Tennis Association 

 

 Agenda for Board Meeting Board Meeting on Saturday, May 17, 2014 

Time: 2:00-3:00pm 

Place: 3rd Street Tennis House 

 

 

ATTENDEES: 

 

President:  Erin Twombly  

Secretary: Marian Michael 

Treasurer: Cherry James  

Group Coaching Coordinator: Lynnette Oshinowo 

Member-at-Large: Joanne Wong  

Social Director: Miriam Blair  

Recreational Advisor: Kim R Bowker 

 

 

 

April Budget:   

Cherry presented budget for April 2014 

current bank account balance is 302,044.85 SR 

Cherry suggested changing the refund policy, will discuss with DJTA coaches if they 

prefer giving make up classes instead of giving parent refund for cancelled lesson. 

 



 

 

 

Old Business:  

Ladder Policy: 

 Jack and Gihan wrote a letter about the DJTA Ladder Day proposal to be 
reviewed by the board (it was emailed to everyone), feedback collected, and to 
then be sent out to parents. Please find attached copy of the letter. 

 One idea right now: Set 3 ladder days (one per trimester) and ask them to 
register online. 

 Joanne suggested new ideas about ladder day: 
 it could be done as player can call one player on top of them on the ladder(even 
or odd number) according to schedule and in special days you can call 3 higher, 
will still look into more details to finalize the whole idea. 

Survey 

 We agreed to create a survey and distribute it to the membership in order to 
solicit feedback about our programs.   

 Draft will be papered by Joanne and Lynette to send out before the September 
registration for Fall group coaching. 

 

Heat policy (including tournament times) 

 DTA:  In general, whenever the weather conditions are adverse we make the play 
optional and those players who are more sensitive to weather conditions are 
allowed to not play without penalizing them.  

 The Australian Open Heat Policy was implemented calling for play on all courts to be 
stopped if the temperature reached 104 degrees (F) (40°C). This was later changed 
in 2002 to 100 degrees (F) (38°C). 

 The ITF temperature guidelines- (see last page of this document)  
 Recreation-  Athletes here are heat-trained and are less likely to be seriously 

affected.  
 In summary, it seems that 39-40°C is the area where the referee or parent/player 

should have the option to postpone the match until cooler conditions. 
Board members voted unanimously that courts 7 to 11(uncovered courts) not be be 
scheduled for tournament use to insure fairness between all players, these courts 
will only be used in tournaments if the schedule require that,  but not before 5:30pm 
and not in the hot temperatures months 

 First Aid Kits and Ice should be available during all tournaments. 
Recreation will pay for a new first aid kit for DJTA upon request, the kit will be kept in 
the joffery's coffee shop or the tennis shop, also will continue supplying ice and water 
as usual for tournaments. 



 
 
 
 

 Tournaments:  
o Question at last month’s meeting about when the draws should be posted.  

From DJTA Board Meeting Minutes Monday January 21, 2013:  “Tournament 
draws need to be posted on the Monday before the tournament.” This was 
before the weekend changes and now translates to the Tuesday before the 
tournament.  
Approved 

o Open Tournament is going well so far! 
 There was an issue with flights 1 and 2 in the tournament draws.  This 

was pointed out by a parent on Thursday morning and we then spent 
the day discussing how best to deal with it.  A notice was sent out to 
the parents of affected players and the flights were reshuffled.  Parent 
email:  “Within each of the other age categories, the flights were 
created based on rank.  Because of the number of registrants and the 
combining of age categories in the Boys 13 and Up age category, the 
original draws for flights 1 and 2 were drawn in a way that was 
inconsistent with the other age categories.”  Joanne and Erin 
coordinated to reshuffle the flights. 

 Question from a parent about the timings of final matches: Why do 
some flights have finals at 7:30pm Friday night and 7:30am Saturday 
morning and other flights have matches that are spaced out farther? 
Courts schedule for the 2nd round (Semi-finals and Finals) will be 
modified to insure : 

1. change all players to be playing on courts 1to 5( covered courts). 
2. Fair resting time between semi finals on Friday and Finals on 

Saturday for all flight, rest time will range from 15 to 20 Hours. 
3. Flight 9 Boys 8&U and Flight 13 Girls 8&U  needs only 1 hour 

schedule for their matches as they play the first to get 8 games 
and not to get 2 sets ( shorter matches). 

4. Adding Friday 9:30am matches on courts 1-5 to optimize court 
time usage as suggested by coach Rick. 

5. Friday afternoon Matches will be shifted to 4:30pm and 6:30pm 
instead of 5:30pm and 7:30pm as all matches will be happening 
on covered courts. 

  
Working on the courts schedule Marian and Erin . 

Final courts schedule will be emailed to each parent that have kids playing in the 2nd round to 

insure they are aware of the change. 

Suggestion for next year Open Tournament to get registration done online. 

 



Ongoing Business: 

 Business Manager: 
 Business manger can't be one of the DJTA parent because of conflict on interest nor 
a board member. 

 Payroll Deduction 
 

New Business: 

 The board approved the purchase of a bicycle for use by Coach Mario in the amount 
of 4000 SR. ( DJTA Bike) 

 Make preparations for group coaching registration and structure for the coming 
school year.  Group Coaching Slot selection scheduled for Monday, September 15! 
Board might meet on the first week of June to finalize plans for Fall group coaching 
registration, date will be decided on through emails, Ideas about group coaching 
matrix will be discussed as well. 

 Checklist for coaches during lessons. 
 Conflict during April tournament: conflict between the father of one player and the 

mother of another.  Erin followed up with all 4 parents.  There is a history of 
disagreement between the parents but the players don’t seem to have issues.   

o Outcomes:  
 Reminder to all board members that parents are NOT allowed on the 

court or near the courts at any time (alley), nor to interact with 
players (verbally or non-verbally) once the players have entered the 
court.  (Court 1 poses a challenge, it seems.)   

 Assign these two players to court 6 when they are competing with 
each other.  (Erin will notify Coach Rick and tournament 
coordinator/directors.) 

 If the parents behave inappropriately at the courts this year, they will 
be asked not to attend their children’s matches. 

Mr Akram Rabbah will be notified by email that he didn’t attend 5 Board meeting in a row 

and he is not part of DJTA board members at this point. Erin will follow up. 

 3:00 Adjourn:  Next meeting proposed for next Saturday, May 24. 



 

 

 



Ladder Day Letter 

Below is the draft section proposed to be emailed to all DJTA parents regarding the "Ladder Day Match:" 

Ladder rankings are used by the DJTA to place players appropriately in coaching groups, as well as to 
place players with those of similar skill in DJTA tournaments.  Each player's skills develop over time, and 
an accurate rank is important in ensuring his/her safety and development.   

As all of you may know, DJTA rankings for new players are established through initial evaluations by 
Coach Rick.  A player's ranking then changes based on the results of DJTA Tournaments as well as the 
results of DJTA "Ladder Day Matches."  Ladder Day Matches are a very important part of the ranking 
adjustments.  Unfortunately, due to low participation and lack of court availability, Ladder Day Matches 
for ranking adjustments have not been effective in recent years.  This has made it difficult to place 
players correctly in tournaments and, as a result, players of different skill levels have recently been 
competing in the same tournament flights.  In order to improve the ranking adjustment system of the 
DJTA, participation in Ladder Day Matches will now be mandated for any player who wishes to compete 
in a DJTA tournament in a given year.    

DJTA is currently working on details of implementing this mandate, and welcomes suggestions from 
parents and players.  Please encourage your kids to actively participate in Ladder Day Matches, and let 
them know that competing players' rankings are not "swapped" based on the outcome of the match.  If 
the lower ranked player wins, she will obtain the initial ranking of her opponent (the higher ranked 
player in the match).  The ranking of the initially higher ranked player (who loses the match) will only 
drop by one rank.  Please see the example below:  

 

John (80) vs. Ali (95). 

Ali wins. 

Ali's rank is now 80. 

John's rank is now 81.   

 

The DJTA Board strongly believes that the ranking system will be improved by your feedback and 
suggestions.  Please get in touch with us if you have comments to offer. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jack Lu and Gihan Mahmoud 

DJTA Ladder Coordinators 

jie.lu@aramco.com 

gihan_mahmoud@hotmail.com 
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